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Abstract—In this paper, we propose 2D-Attention (2DA), a
generic attention formulation for sequence data, which acts as a
complementary computation block that can detect and focus on
relevant sources of information for the given learning objective.
The proposed attention module is incorporated into the recently
proposed Neural Bag of Feature (NBoF) model to enhance its
learning capacity. Since 2DA acts as a plug-in layer, injecting
it into different computation stages of the NBoF model results
in different 2DA-NBoF architectures, each of which possesses a
unique interpretation. We conducted extensive experiments in
financial forecasting, audio analysis as well as medical diagnosis
problems to benchmark the proposed formulations in comparison
with existing methods, including the widely used Gated Recurrent
Units. Our empirical analysis shows that the proposed attention
formulations can not only improve performances of NBoF models
but also make them resilient to noisy data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Learning problems in many fields involve sequence data

such as time-series forecasting [1], [2], audio analysis [3],

[4] or natural language processing [5], [6], all of which have

been extensively studied. In many application scenarios, the

observed sequence is highly non-stationary and noisy, which

makes the task of modeling the underlying generating process

more difficult. For example, in sound source separation in

which the objective is to recover different unknown sources by

filtering the observed mixtures, the existence of environmental

noise is inherent and often complicates the separation process.

Several mathematical techniques have been proposed to model

the underlying data and noise distributions or to extract hand-

crafted features, capturing certain desirable properties. In

financial time-series analysis, representative examples include

autoregressive (AR) and moving average (MA) [7] features,

which were later extended with a differencing step to eliminate

nonstationarity, known as autoregressive integrated moving

average (ARIMA) [8]. Gaussian processes and Hidden Markov

Model were popular mathematical frameworks in audio anal-

ysis. To ensure mathematical and computational tractability,

these classical models are often formulated under many as-

sumptions, which are sensitive to initialization and misaligned

with real-world conditions, thus limiting their professional

usage in practice.

During the last decade, thanks to the development in

stochastic optimization techniques and computing hardware,

as well as the declining costs of data acquisition and storage,

a data-driven approach based on deep neural networks and

stochastic optimization has replaced the classical model-based

approach and convex optimization. Nowadays, many of the

state-of-the-art solutions for learning with sequence data are

developed on the basis of neural networks. Notably, a class of

neural network architecture called Recurrent Neural Networks

(RNN), which is specifically designed to process variable-

length sequences and to capture sequential patterns, has be-

come the main workforce in different application domains.

Another dedicated neural formulation for sequence data is

the bilinear structures [1], [9], [10], which were proposed

to separately capture the dependencies along the temporal

and spatial dimension in financial time-series. Even existing

neural architectures, which were originally proposed for visual

inputs such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [11] and

Neural Bag-of-Features (NBoF) [12], have shown competitive

performances in tackling sequence data compared to dedicated

statistical models [13], [14]. The advantage of neural formu-

lations over statistical learning and traditional hand-crafted

features lies in the fact that fewer assumptions are made, and

data is leveraged to automatically identify and extract task-

relevant features in an end-to-end fashion.

Bag-of-Features (BoF) model [15] was originally proposed

to build histogram representations from images. Later, it was

shown that BoF could be successfully applied to extract high-

level representations for other data modalities such as video

and audio [16], [17], [18], [19]. Learning BoF representations

consists of two steps: dictionary learning and feature quan-

tization and encoding. In the dictionary learning step, each

object is first represented by a set of low-level features, which

could be, for example, a collection of local descriptors like

SIFT [20] for image object or word-level vector-encodings

for a sentence object. These features are then used to generate

a compact dictionary (codebook) comprising of the most rep-

resentative features, also known as codewords. In the second

step, the histogram representation of each object is extracted

by quantizing its low-level features using the codebook.
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Recently, Neural Bag-of-Features (NBoF) [12], a neural

network generalization of the BoF model, has been proposed.

Similar to its predecessor, NBoF can generate a fixed-size his-

togram vector from variable-size inputs. This neural network

generalization works as a feature extraction layer, which can

be combined and optimized jointly with other neural network

layers to tackle both unsupervised and supervised objectives

via stochastic optimization. Since the dictionary learning step

in NBoF is updated in conjunction with other layers towards

the end goal of optimizing an objective function, histogram

vectors synthesized by NBoF are more representative than

those produced by BoF in different learning scenarios such

as visual recognition, information retrieval, and financial fore-

casting [21], [12], [14].

While the NBoF model works well in different learning

problems, the current formulations still possess some limita-

tions. In the aggregation step, all of the quantized features

are simply averaged to form the histogram vector. For se-

quence data, this implies that the model only allows equal

contributions of the quantized features coming from different

time steps to form the output representation. Similarly, the

quantization results produced by each codeword are considered

equally important for every sequence in the training set.

These properties limit the dictionary learning, quantization,

and encoding process to fully take advantage of the data-driven

approach.

To incorporate a higher degree of flexibility into the NBoF

model, a weighing mechanism on a sequence level is desirable.

That is, for each individual sequence, the model has the

flexibility to perform a weighted sum of quantized outputs

in the aggregation step, with the coefficients being adaptively

changed with respect to the input sequence, or to select/discard

irrelevant codewords, given the input sequence. In neural net-

work literature, this is often achieved by having some attention

mechanisms [22], [23], [10]. The idea of attention is inspired

by the phenomenon observed in the human visual cortex

that visual stimuli from multiple objects actively compete for

neural encoding.

Although various attention mechanisms have been proposed

for existing neural network architectures such as CNN [22],

[24], LSTM [23], [25] or Bilinear structure [10], there is

yet any formulation for the NBoF model when learning with

sequence data. To have a generic attention mechanism that can

be applied in a plug-and-play manner, in this work, we propose

2D-Attention (2DA), a neural network module that promotes

competitions among different rows or columns in the input

matrix and only (soft) selects those which win for attention.

We will then demonstrate that by injecting 2DA into NBoF,

we can overcome those limitations mentioned previously. The

contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a new type of attention formulation for matrix

data, which is dubbed as 2DA. The proposed layer acts

as a complementary computation block, which is capable

of identifying relevant sources of information to perform

selective masking on the given input matrix.

• We incorporate 2DA into different stages of the Neural

Bag-of-Features (NBoF) model, creating various 2DA-

NBoF extensions that can enhance the feature quan-

tization or histogram accumulation step in the NBoF

model. Extensive experiments were conducted in three

different application domains: financial forecasting, audio

analysis, and medical diagnosis, which demonstrate the

effectiveness of our attention module in improving the

NBoF model. In cases of noisy input, a variant of 2DA-

NBoF shows resilience to noises by filtering out the noisy

source of information before the feature quantization step.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in

Section II, we review the NBoF model and its extensions

for time-series data, as well as previously proposed attention

mechanisms in the neural network literature. In Section III,

we first present the proposed attention module 2DA and its

interpretation. Several extensions of the NBoF model that

incorporates 2DA are then presented. In Section IV, we

provide details of our experiment protocols and quantitative

analysis. Section V concludes our work with possible future

research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

The NBoF model [12] consists of two components: a quan-

tization layer and an accumulation layer. Each quantization

neuron in the quantization layer performs like a codeword,

which can be updated via BackPropagation algorithm. In the

original formulation [12], the Radial Basis Function (RBF)

layer was used for feature quantization. Recently, it has been

shown that the hyperbolic kernel is also effective for the

feature quantization step [26]. Here we describe the original

formulation with RBF layer.

Let K be the number of neurons (codewords) in the RBF

layer and vk ∈ R
D be the k-th codeword. In addition, the

shape of the Gaussian function modeled by each neuron can

be adjusted via parameter wk. Let us denote the sequence of N
features as X = [x1, . . . ,xN ] ∈ R

D×N with xn ∈ R
D, n =

1, . . . , N . The output of the k-th RBF neuron given the input

feature xn is the following:

φn,k =
exp

(

− ‖(xn − vk)⊙wk‖2
)

∑K

m=1
exp

(

− ‖(xn − vm)⊙wm‖2
)

(1)

where ⊙ denotes element-wise product and wk ∈ R
D is the

learnable weight vector that enables the shape of Gaussian

kernel associated with the k-th RBF neuron to change.

As the sequence X goes through the quantization layer, each

feature xn is quantized as φn = [φn,1, . . . , φn,K ]T ∈ R
K , pro-

ducing a sequence of quantized features Φ = [φ1, . . . ,φN ] ∈
R

K×N . The accumulation layer aggregates the information in

Φ by calculating the averaged quantized feature:

y =
1

N

N
∑

n=1

φn (2)

There have been few extensions of NBoF model for se-

quence data. For example, Temporal Neural Bag-of-Features



(TNBoF) model with different specialized codebooks has been

proposed in [27] to capture both short-term and long-term

temporal information in financial time-series. In [26], the

authors derived the logistic formulation of the NBoF model

using the hyperbolic kernel instead of the RBF kernel for the

quantization step and proposed an adaptive scaling mechanism

which showed significant improvements in training stability

and performance of the NBoF networks.

While the attention mechanism was biologically inspired

from the perspective of visual processing, this technique

has also inspired and advanced several works in sequence

data analysis, notably in sequence-to-sequence learning tasks.

The first attention formulation applied to sequence data was

proposed in [6] for tackling machine translation tasks. In this

formulation, the authors proposed to construct the context

vectors in Sequence-to-sequence Recurrent Neural Network

model by selectively combining some hidden states, rather

than using the last hidden state as the context vector. The

selection coefficients, also known as attention weights, are

computed adaptively based on the given input sequence,

and updated jointly with other parameters during stochastic

optimization.

The successful application of attention mechanism in ma-

chine translation tasks has led to the emergence of other

attention formulations, which are designed to capture different

types of salient information in sequence data. For example,

in [28], the authors proposed a formulation that can detect

pseudo-periods in certain types of time-series, such as energy

consumption or meteorology data. To predict the future stock

index, a dual-stage attention mechanism was proposed in

[25] for RNN to actively select relevant exogenous series

and temporal instances. Similarly, to highlight and focus on

important temporal events in Limit Order Book, the authors

in [10] proposed a method to calculate attention masks for

bilinear networks. Although an attention formulation has been

proposed for the convolutional NBoF model in [24] to estimate

the true color of images capturing by different devices, this

formulation only works with image data. To the best of our

knowledge, there has been no attention formulation for the

NBoF model to tackle sequence data.

III. PROPOSED METHODS

In this Section, we will first present 2D-Attention (2DA),

our proposed attention calculation for matrix data. Then, we

will show how 2DA can be used to address different limitations

of the NBoF model as described in Section I. Throughout

the paper, we denote scalar values by either lower-case or

upper-case characters (a, b, A,B, . . . ), vectors by lower-case

bold-face characters (x,y, . . . ), matrices by upper-case bold-

face characters (X,Y, . . . ), and mathematical functions by

calligraphy characters F ,G, . . . . In addition, we use xmn to

denote the element at position (m,n) in a matrix X.

A. 2D-Attention

A matrix S ∈ R
M×N is a second-order tensor which

has two modes, with M and N are the dimensions of the

first and second mode, respectively. The matrix representation

provides a natural way to represent a signal with two different

sources of information. For example, a multivariate time-series

is represented by a matrix with one mode representing the

temporal dimension, and the other mode represents different

sources that generate individual series.

The general idea of attention mechanism is to highlight im-

portant elements in the data while discarding irrelevant ones.

For data represented as a matrix S, rather than considering

each element in S individually, we would like to actively select

certain columns or rows of S while discarding the others. This

is because columns or rows of S usually form coherent sub-

groups of the data. For example, discarding some temporal

events or some individual series in a multivariate series corre-

sponds to removing some rows or columns, depending on the

orientation of the matrix.

To adaptively determine and focus on different columns or

rows of a matrix, we propose 2D-Attention (2DA), with the

functional form denoted by F2DA. This function takes a matrix

S ∈ R
M×N as the input, and returns S̃ ∈ R

M×N as the output.

That is:

S̃ = F2DA(S) (3)

S̃ can be considered as a filtered version of S, where

irrelevant columns of S with respect to the learning problem

are zeroed out. Here we should note that F2DA performs

adaptive attention with respect to columns of S. To focus

on different rows of S, we can simply apply F2DA to the

transpose of S.

The selection or rejection of the columns of S is conducted

via element-wise matrix multiplications as follows:

S̃ = τ(S ⊙A) + (1− τ)S (4)

where A ∈ R
M×N denotes the attention mask with values in

the range [0, 1]. Each column in A encodes the importance

of the corresponding column in S. That is, the attention

mask contains values that are close to 1 corresponding to

those columns in S that contain important information for

the downstream learning task and vice versa. In Eq.(4),

parameter τ ∈ R, which is jointly optimized with other

parameters, is used to allow flexible control of the attention

mechanism: when S contains redundant or noisy information

in its columns, the effect of attention mask A is enabled by

pushing τ close to 1; on the other hand, when every column

of S is necessary, i.e., there is no need for attention, pushing

τ close to 0 will disable the effect of A. The necessity of

attention is thus automatically determined by optimizing τ
with respect to a given problem.

To calculate the attention mask A, the proposed 2DA

method learns to measure the relative importance between

columns of S via a specially designed weight matrix W ∈
R

N×N : all elements of W are learnable, i.e., they are updated

during stochastic optimization, except the diagonal elements,

which are fixed to 1/N . The attention mask is calculated as

follows:



Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed attention formulation (2DA) and different attention-based NBoF models

A = G(Z)

Z = SW
(5)

where G(Z) denotes the soft-max function that is applied to

every row of Z. That is, every element of A is non-negative,

and each row of A sums up to 1. Similar to other attention

formulations [25], [6], [22], we use soft-max normalization to

promote competitions between different columns of Z.

As mentioned previously, the weight matrix W is used to

measure the relative importance between columns of S, which

is encoded in Z, and thus A. In order to see this, let us denote

by sn ∈ R
M and zn ∈ R

M the n-th column of S and Z,

respectively. Since Z = SW, the n-th column of Z, i.e., zn,

is calculated as the weighted combination of N columns of

S, with the weight of the n-th column always equal to 1/N
since the diagonal elements of W are fixed to 1/N . In this

way, element zmn (in Z) encodes the relative importance of

smn (in S) with respect to other smk, for k 6= n.

B. Attention-based Neural Bag-of-Features

In this subsection, we will show how the proposed attention

module 2DA can be used to address different limitations of

the NBoF model described in Section I.

Codeword Attention: in the NBoF model, quantization

results produced by each quantization neuron (codeword) are

considered equally important for every input sequence. This

property limits the feature quantization step to fully take

advantage of the data-driven approach. In order to overcome

this limitation, the proposed 2DA block can be applied to the

quantized features to highlight or discard the outputs of certain

quantization neurons. By doing so, the NBoF model is explic-

itly encouraged to learn a subset of specialized codewords for

a given input pattern.

Particularly, given the quantized features denoted by Φ ∈
R

K×N as described in Section II, we propose to apply

attention to the rows of Φ because the first mode of Φ with

dimension K denotes the number of quantization neurons or

codewords. Since 2DA operates on the columns of the input

matrix, the attention-based quantized features is calculated as

follows:

ΦCA = F2DA(Φ
T) (6)

where ΦT denotes the transpose of Φ.

Temporal Attention: another limitation of the NBoF model

lies in the aggregation step. In order to produce a fixed-length

representation of the input sequence, the aggregation step in

the NBoF model simply computes the mean of quantized

features along the temporal mode. In this way, the NBoF

model only allows equal contributions of all quantized fea-

tures, disregarding the temporal information. In fact, the idea



of giving different weights to different time instances has been

adopted in previous works under different formulations [10],

[25]. Using our proposed 2DA formulation, it is straightfor-

ward to enable the NBoF model to attend to salient temporal

information as follows:

ΦTA = F2DA(Φ) (7)

Since each column of Φ contains quantized features of

each time step, to obtain temporal attention-based features

ΦTA we simply apply F2DA to Φ as in Eq. (7). ΦTA is

then averaged along the second dimension to produce the

fixed-length representation of the input sequence. Although

we still perform averaging in the aggregation step, the fixed-

length representation is no longer the average of the quantized

features, but a weighted average. This is because each time

instance (column) in ΦTA has been scaled by different factors

via the attention mechanism.

Input Attention: noisy data is an inherent problem in many

real-world applications. Noises might surface during the data

acquisition process, such as ambient noise in audio signals

or power line interference and motion artifacts in Electrocar-

diogram signals. In other scenarios, noises are inherent in the

problem formulation since the relevance between the input

sources and the targets might be unclear. For example, in stock

prediction, it is intuitive to use related stocks’ data, e.g., those

coming from the same market sector, as the input to construct

forecasting models, although some of them might be irrelevant

to the movement of the target stock.

The proposed attention mechanism can also be used to filter

out potential noisy series in a multivariate series as follows:

XIA = F2DA(X
T) (8)

where X ∈ R
D×N denotes an input sequence of N steps of

the NBoF model as specified in Section II. Since we would

like to apply attention over the individual series (rows of X),

F2DA is applied to the transpose of X.

The proposed attention variants of the NBoF model are

illustrated in Figure 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we provide detailed descriptions and results

of our empirical analysis, which demonstrate the advantages

of attention-based NBoF models proposed in Section III.

Experiments were conducted in different types of sequence

data, namely financial time-series in stock movement predic-

tion problem, Electrocardiogram (ECG) and Phonocardiogram

(PCG) in heart anomaly detection problems, and audio record-

ing in music genre recognition and acoustic scene classifica-

tion problems.

The experiments were conducted with the recently proposed

logistic formulation of the NBoF model [26], i.e., the hyper-

bolic kernel was used in the quantization layer. In addition,

we also experimented with the temporal variant of the NBoF

model as proposed in [27] with a long-term and a short-term

codebook. This variant is denoted as TNBoF. The codebook

attention, temporal attention, and input attention when applied

to the NBoF model are denoted as NBoF-CA, NBoF-TA, and

NBoF-IA, respectively. The corresponding attention variants

for the TNBoF model are denoted as TNBoF-CA, TNBoF-TA,

and TNBoF-IA. In addition to the NBoF and TNBoF models

serving as the baseline models, we also evaluated RNN models

using Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [5].

A. Financial Forecasting Experiments

Although extensively studied over the last decades, financial

forecasting still remains as the most challenging tasks among

time-series predictions [29]. This is due to the complex dy-

namics of the financial markets, which make the observed data

highly stationary and noisy. For this reason, we selected the

stock movement prediction problem in FI2010 dataset [2] as

a representative problem in time-series forecasting. FI2010 is

the largest publicly available Limit Order Book (LOB) dataset,

which contains approximately 4.5 million order events. The

limit orders came from 5 Finnish stocks traded in Helsinki

Exchange (operated by NASDAQ Nordic) over 10 business

days. At each time instance, the dataset provides information

(the prices and volumes) of the top 10 levels, leading to a

40-dimensional vector representation.

The FI2010 dataset is used to investigate the problem of

mid-price movement prediction in the next H = {10, 20, 50}
order events. The mid-price at a given time instance is the

average between the best buy and best sell prices. This quantity

is a virtual price since no trade can happen at this particular

price at the given time instance. The movement of mid-price

(stationary, increasing, decreasing) reflects the dynamic of the

LOB and the market, thus plays an important role in financial

analysis. The dataset provides the movement labels, given the

future horizon H = {10, 20, 50}. Details regarding the FI2010

dataset and LOB can be found in [2].

We followed the same experimental setup proposed in [10],

which used the first 7 days for training the models and the

last 3 days to test the performances. Due to the imbalanced

nature of the problem, we reported averaged F1 score per

movement as the main performance metric, similar to prior

experiments [1], [10]. Detailed information about the training

hyper-parameters and the network architectures is provided in

the Appendix.

The experiment results for FI2010 are shown in Table I.

In the second column of Table I, we list the performances

of all models without using any convolution layers as the

preprocessing layers. That is, the results in the second column

of Table I are produced by architectures consisting of only

the layer of interests (such as GRU, NBoF, and so on),

plus the fully connected layers for generating predictions. In

this setting, the GRU models outperform all variants of the

NBoF model. This is expected since the NBoF model, by

construction, is not designed to capture local features and

long-term dependency in the input sequence. We can easily

observe that this limitation can be partially overcome with

the TNBoF variant, which uses two separate codebooks to

capture the short-term and long-term dependency. By applying



TABLE I
RESULTS ON THE FI2010 DATASET. THE SECOND COLUMN SHOWS

PERFORMANCES (AVERAGED F1 IN %) OF ALL MODELS WITHOUT USING

ANY CONVOLUTION LAYER AS PREPROCESSING LAYERS. THE THIRD

COLUMN SHOWS THE CORRESPONDING PERFORMANCES (AVERAGE F1 IN

%) WHEN ADDITIONAL CONVOLUTION LAYERS WERE USED AS

PREPROCESSING LAYERS. THE BEST RESULTS IN EACH COLUMN ARE

HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD-FACE

Models without conv with conv

Prediction Horizon H = 10

GRU [5] 60.92±00.09 62.21±00.30

NBoF [26] 33.07±00.66 66.34±00.60

NBoF-CA (our) 40.81±00.05 67.56±00.02

NBoF-TA (our) 40.83±00.21 67.98±00.09

TNBoF [27] 36.66±00.51 66.74±00.36

TNBoF-CA (our) 45.61±00.16 67.76±00.05

TNBoF-TA (our) 45.97±00.15 67.88±00.13

Prediction Horizon H = 20

GRU [5] 51.61±00.25 53.83±00.14

NBoF [26] 38.06±00.53 58.85±00.05

NBoF-CA (our) 40.08±00.07 59.31±00.44

NBoF-TA (our) 40.34±00.06 60.10±00.03

TNBoF [27] 38.67±00.50 59.61±00.48

TNBoF-CA (our) 43.06±00.03 59.73±00.19

TNBoF-TA (our) 43.50±00.15 60.04±00.24

Prediction Horizon H = 50

GRU [5] 63.13±00.19 65.93±00.03

NBoF [26] 48.25±00.25 68.84±02.29

NBoF-CA (our) 49.34±00.17 73.25±00.27

NBoF-TA (our) 49.21±00.16 73.02±00.04

TNBoF [27] 54.06±00.14 69.27±01.09

TNBoF-CA (our) 57.15±00.21 73.77±00.37

TNBoF-TA (our) 57.41±00.06 73.40±00.08

our proposed attention mechanism, performances of both the

NBoF and TNBoF models are further boosted.

The third column of Table I shows the performances of all

models when using two additional convolution layers as the

local feature extractor, prior to applying the layer of interest.

It is clear that all of the models benefit from the additional

convolution layers, especially the NBoF model and its variants.

In this setting, the GRU models no longer dominate the family

of NBoF models. In fact, the GRU models become the worst-

performing ones in the third column of Table I. Furthermore,

both codebook attention (NBoF-CA, TNBoF-CA) and tempo-

ral attention (NBoF-TA, TNBoF-TA) consistently enhance the

baselines’ performances, making attention-based models the

best-performing ones.

Here we should note that although the baseline models

(NBoF, TNBoF) use the adaptive scaling step proposed in

[26] to improve training stability, we did not employ this

step in attention-based models. The reason stems from the fact

that adaptive scaling introduces additional degrees of freedom

TABLE II
PERFORMANCES (AVERAGED F1 IN %) OF ATTENTION-BASED MODELS ON

THE FI2010 DATASET, WITH AND WITHOUT THE ADAPTIVE SCALING STEP

PROPOSED IN [26]. THE BEST RESULTS IN EACH ROW ARE HIGHLIGHTED

IN BOLD-FACE

Models adaptive scale no adaptive scale

Prediction Horizon H = 10

NBoF-CA 66.92±00.08 67.56±00.02

NBoF-TA 67.34±00.14 67.98±00.09

TNBoF-CA 67.84±00.16 67.76±00.05

TNBoF-TA 67.16±00.32 67.88±00.13

Prediction Horizon H = 20

NBoF-CA 59.25±00.14 59.31±00.44

NBoF-TA 59.26±00.18 60.10±00.03

TNBoF-CA 59.75±00.35 59.73±00.19

TNBoF-TA 59.78±00.11 60.04±00.24

Prediction Horizon H = 50

NBoF-CA 71.93±00.14 73.25±00.27

NBoF-TA 47.89±23.87 73.02±00.04

TNBoF-CA 71.30±00.29 73.77±00.37

TNBoF-TA 72.32±00.05 73.40±00.08

to the quantization step, which counteracts the constraining

effects of the attention mechanism. Table II shows the per-

formances of attention-based models on the FI2010 dataset,

with and without the adaptive scaling step proposed in [26].

In most cases, the adaptive scaling step slightly degrades the

performances of the attention-based models. As we will see

in the next subsection, this effect is more noticeable in audio

datasets.

B. Audio Analysis Experiments

One of the important types of sequence data is audio record-

ings. In this subsection, we present our empirical analysis us-

ing two audio datasets, representing two different applications

in audio signal analysis: music genre recognition and acoustic

scene classification.

In the first application, the objective is to train an acoustic

system that recognizes the genre of a short musical recording.

For this purpose, we conducted experiments using the small

subset of the FMA dataset [30], which contains 8000 tracks

coming from the 8 most popular genres: pop, instrumental,

experimental, folk, rock, international, electronic, and hip-hop.

Each audio clip is 30s long, which is transformed to Mel-

spectrogram representation with 128 frequency bands using a

window of 10ms with an overlap of 2.5ms. The preprocessing

step results in the input sequence having dimensions of 128×
640.

In the second application, the objective is to train an

acoustic system that can classify the type of environment

based on its surrounding sounds. For this application, we

used the TUT-UAS2018 dataset [31], which contains 8640



TABLE III
AUDIO ANALYSIS RESULTS OF FMA AND TUT-UAS2018 DATASETS. THE

SECOND COLUMN SHOWS PERFORMANCES (TEST ACCURACY IN %) OF

ALL MODELS WITHOUT USING ANY CONVOLUTION LAYER AS

PREPROCESSING LAYERS. THE THIRD COLUMN SHOWS THE

CORRESPONDING PERFORMANCES (TEST ACCURACY IN %) WHEN

ADDITIONAL CONVOLUTION LAYERS WERE USED AS PREPROCESSING

LAYERS. THE BEST RESULTS IN EACH COLUMN ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN

BOLD-FACE.

Models without conv with conv

FMA Dataset

GRU [5] 33.87±00.27 42.06±00.92

NBoF [26] 35.65±01.41 38.83±01.83

NBoF-CA (our) 38.29±00.95 41.08±01.85

NBoF-TA (our) 36.79±00.29 41.46±01.64

TNBoF [27] 35.25±03.50 39.13±00.53

TNBoF-CA (our) 37.29±00.66 42.67±01.23

TNBoF-TA (our) 36.50±01.49 42.58±00.91

TUT-UAS2018 Dataset

GRU [5] 56.83±00.78 56.89±00.93

NBoF [26] 52.02±00.18 55.92±01.40

NBoF-CA (our) 56.89±00.17 57.68±00.65

NBoF-TA (our) 56.09±00.25 57.63±00.30

TNBoF [27] 52.62±00.78 55.30±00.13

TNBoF-CA (our) 56.19±00.23 56.73±00.51

TNBoF-TA (our) 56.34±00.62 57.33±00.20

audio clips recorded from 10 urban acoustic scenes: air-

port, shopping mall, metro station, street pedestrian, pub-

lic square, street traffic, tram, bus, metro, park. Similar to

the FMA dataset, we also transformed each audio clip to Mel-

spectrogram with 128 frequency bands using a window of

40ms with an overlap of 20ms, which results in the input

sequence of size 128× 500.

For both applications, we report the test accuracy as the

performance metric. Experiment results on FMA and TUT-

UAS2018 dataset are shown in Table III. Performances of all

models with and without using convolution layers for feature

extraction are presented in the second and third columns,

respectively.

In the FMA dataset, we can easily observe significant

improvements in all models when using additional convolution

layers. Without any convolution layer, the NBoF and TNBoF

models outperform the GRU model on average, however,

with larger variances. The order reverses when additional

convolution layers were used: the GRU model enjoys a huge

benefit from the preprocessing layers, outperforming the NBoF

and TNBoF models. In both scenarios, i.e., with or without

convolution layers, the proposed attention block greatly en-

hances the baseline NBoF and TNBoF models, making them

the best performing models in this task.

In the TUT-UAS2018 dataset, while adding convolution

layers leads to noticeable improvements for the baseline NBoF

and TNBoF, we observe no similar improvement for the GRU

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCES (TEST ACCURACY IN %) OF ATTENTION-BASED MODELS

ON FMA AND TUT-UAS2018 DATASETS, WITH AND WITHOUT THE

ADAPTIVE SCALING STEP PROPOSED IN [26]. THE BEST RESULTS IN EACH

ROW ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD-FACE.

Models adaptive scale no adaptive scale

FMA Dataset

NBoF-CA 38.37±02.04 41.08±01.85

NBoF-TA 34.29±05.42 41.46±01.64

TNBoF-CA 39.96±00.66 42.67±01.23

TNBoF-TA 40.21±00.16 42.58±00.91

TUT-UAS2018 Dataset

NBoF-CA 40.57±14.36 57.68±00.65

NBoF-TA 56.62±00.39 57.63±00.30

TNBoF-CA 56.59±00.51 56.73±00.51

TNBoF-TA 55.05±01.25 57.33±00.20

TABLE V
AUDIO ANALYSIS RESULTS UNDER NOISY DATA SETTING. NO

PREPROCESSING CONVOLUTION LAYER WAS USED IN THIS SETTING.

Models test accuracy

Noisy FMA Dataset

GRU [5] 31.04±01.43

NBoF [26] 31.54±00.21

NBoF-IA (our) 36.21±01.93

TNBoF [27] 30.71±00.87

TNBoF-IA (our) 36.67±00.95

Noisy TUT-UAS2018 Dataset

GRU [5] 56.17±01.31

NBoF [26] 41.73±12.66

NBoF-IA (our) 56.79±00.86

TNBoF [27] 51.48±00.85

TNBoF-IA (our) 56.04±00.42

model. Similar to the FMA dataset, we observe consistent per-

formance boost in the TUT-UAS2018 dataset by incorporating

the proposed attention block to the NBoF and TNBoF models.

Similar to Section IV-A, we also conducted experiments in

FMA and TUT-UAS2018 datasets to analyze the effects of

the adaptive scaling step proposed in [26]. The results are

shown in Table IV. The results obtained from both audio

analysis tasks in Table IV are consistent with what we observe

from the stock movement prediction task in Table II: although

the adaptive scaling step can enhance NBoF and TNBoF

models as demonstrated in [26], the additional degrees of

freedom introduced by this step negates the competition effects

enforced by the attention mechanism, leading to performance

degradation when combining both methods.

In order to evaluate how well the proposed input attention



TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE (AVERAGED F1) ON AF DATASET

Models F1

GRU [5] 76.42±00.86

NBoF [26] 78.15±00.82

NBoF-CA (our) 78.73±00.71

NBoF-TA (our) 78.55±00.90

TNBoF [27] 78.27±01.02

TNBoF-CA (our) 78.71±00.92

TNBoF-TA (our) 79.52±00.81

mechanism (NBoF-IA, TNBoF-IA) tackles noisy data, we

simulated contaminated audio data by adding 10 synthetic

frequency bands, which are generated by adding white noise to

the averaged Mel coefficients. Here we should note that in this

set of experiments, we did not use any convolution layers in

order to gauge how well the layers of interests are resilient to

noise. The results are shown in Table V. As can be seen from

Table V, when moving from the noiseless to the noisy version

of FMA and TUT-UAS2018 datasets, the accuracy of NBoF

and TNBoF models dropped significantly. GRU models also

exhibited similar behaviors, although the performance drops

are less significant as compared to the NBoF and TNBoF. By

incorporating the proposed input attention block to the NBoF

and TNBoF models, we were able to achieve very similar

performances compared to the noiseless scenario.

C. Medical Diagnosis Experiments

Medical diagnosis, which plays a crucial role in ensuring

human prosperity, is inherently an intricate process. The qual-

ity of the diagnosis is highly dependent on the expertise of

the examiner. Since it takes several years and a great amount

of resources to train human experts, medical diagnosis tools

have been actively developed over the past decades to assist

human examiners. In our empirical analysis using medical

data, we investigated the effectiveness of the proposed models

in diagnosing cardiovascular diseases using publicly available

Electrocardiogram (ECG) and Phonocardiogram (PCG) sig-

nals.

The AF dataset focuses on the problem of atrial fibrillation

detection from ECG recordings, which are provided as the

development data (training set) in the Physionet/Computing

in Cardiology Challenge 2017 [32]. The dataset contains

8528 single-lead ECG recordings lasting from 9 to 60 sec-

onds. The objective of the challenge was to classify a given

recording into one of the 4 classes: normal sinus rhythm,

atrial fibrillation, alternative rhythm, and noise. We followed

an experimental setup similar to [33], which evaluates a

given model using 5-fold cross-validation. Additionally, the

recordings were clipped or padded so that they have a constant

length of 30 seconds. Since a single lead ECG recording is

only a univariate sequence, it is necessary to use convolution

layers as preprocessing layers to extract higher-level features,

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE (MEAN OF SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY) ON PCG

DATASET. THE HIGHER, THE BETTER.

Models Anomaly Detection Quality Detection

GRU [5] 90.08±00.68 72.74±01.40

NBoF [26] 50.31±00.42 49.69±00.34

NBoF-CA (our) 88.09±00.25 71.98±03.00

NBoF-TA (our) 89.32±01.02 72.57±02.20

TNBoF [27] 54.12±05.18 53.40±04.21

TNBoF-CA (our) 88.68±00.95 72.34±01.32

TNBoF-TA (our) 88.81±01.07 69.45±00.89

before the NBoF or GRU layers. To tackle the imbalanced

nature of the training set, we scaled the loss term associated

with each class, with the factor inversely proportional to the

number of samples in that class.

PCG signal is often used in ambulatory diagnosis in order to

evaluate the heart hemodynamic status and detect potential car-

diovascular problems. The data used in our experiments come

from the training set provided in the Physionet/Computing

in Cardiology Challenge 2016 [34]. The objective of the

challenge is to develop an automatic classification method

for the anomaly (normal versus abnormal) and quality (good

versus bad) detection given a PCG recording.

Since the length of the recordings varies greatly, from 5 to

120 seconds, we generated 5s segments from the recordings

for training the models; during the test phase, the models were

used to classify 5s sub-segments (with 4s overlap) of a given

recording, and the overall label is inferred from the averaged

classification of the sub-segments. PCG signal captures the

acoustic nature of the heart sound; thus, we extracted Mel-

spectrogram with 24 frequency bands, using a window of

25ms with an overlap of 10ms to represent each segment.

With a smaller size compared to the AF dataset, we only

employed a 3-fold cross-validation protocol for this problem.

Further details regarding our experimental setup in AF and

PCG datasets are provided in the Appendix.

Table VI shows the averaged F1 score, a metric adopted by

the database [32], of all models on the AF dataset. In Table

VII, we show the anomaly and quality detection performance.

The performance metric used by the database [34] is calculated

as the mean of sensitivity and specificity scores. In the AF

dataset, the averaged F1 scores obtained from the baseline

NBoF and TNBoF models are significantly higher than the one

obtained from the recurrent model. Although the improvement

margins for the NBoF model are minor in Table VI, both

the NBoF and TNBoF models enjoy increases in performance

when using the proposed attention blocks. The consistent

performance gain produced by the attention blocks can also

be observed in the PCG dataset in Table VII. In this dataset,

while the NBoF and TNBoF models score far below the GRU

model, the attention-based models perform nearly as well as



the recurrent model.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed 2D-Attention, a generic attention

mechanism for data represented in the form of matrices. The

proposed attention computation can be used in a plug-and-play

manner, and can be updated jointly with other components

in a computation graph. Using the proposed attention block,

we further proposed three variants of the Neural Bag-of-

Features model when learning with sequence data. Our exten-

sive experiments in financial forecasting, audio analysis and

medical diagnosis demonstrated that the proposed attention

consistently led to performance gains for the Neural Bag-of-

Features models. Since 2D-Attention is a generic attention

computation method for matrices, investigating its efficacy

in other neural network models is an interesting research

direction in the future works.
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APPENDIX

In all of our experiments, we used ADAM optimizer for

stochastic optimization. Weight decay (0.0001) or max-norm

constraint (4.0) was used to for regularization. In addition,

dropout (0.2) was applied to the output of the layer before

the classification layer. In all models, before the output layer,

there is a fully-connected layer with 512 neurons. For NBoF,

TNBoF and the attention models, we used 256 codewords in

the quantization layer. Correspondingly, the number of units

in GRU model was set to 256. Details that are specific to each

experiment are provided below:

• Financial Forecasting Experiments: All models were

trained for 80 epochs, with the initial learning rate set

to 0.001. The learning rate was decreased by a factor of

0.1 at epoch 11 and 51. We followed [10] and scaled

the loss term associated with each class with a factor

that is inversely proportional to the number of samples

of each class to counter the effect of class imbalanced. In

experiments that used convolution layers as preprocessing

layers, we used two 1D convolution layers, each of which

has 64 filters with the filter size set to 5 and the stride set

to 1. Batch normalization was used after each convolution

layer, followed by the ReLU activation.

• Audio Analysis Experiments: The setup is similar to the

financial forecasting experiments, except for the con-

figuration of convolution layers: four 1D convolution

layers with the filter size of 5 were used; the first two

convolution layers have 32 filters, which are followed by

a max-pooling layer to reduce the temporal dimension by

half. The last two convolution layers have 64 filters. After

each convolution layer, we applied batch normalization,

followed by ReLU activation.

• Medical Diagnosis Experiments: in both AF and PCG

datasets, all models were trained for 90 epochs, with the

initial learning rate set to 0.001, which was decreased to

0.0001 at epoch 11, then to 0.00001 at epoch 71. For

the AF dataset, we adopted the convolution architecture

proposed in [33] as the first computation block in all

models. For PCG dataset, we used five 1D convolution

layers with the filter size set to 3 as the preprocessing

layers: the first two layers have 32 filters with strides

of 1; the third layer has 64 filters with strides of 2; the

fourth layer has 64 filters with strides of 1; the last layer

has 128 filters with strides of 2. After each convolution

layer, we applied batch normalization, followed by ReLU

activation.
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